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Editor’s Comments Gill England 

It is always sad when losing a member of the Hampshire Astronomical Group, 
and we will always remember them. 
 
Graham was a well respected member who was always at the forefront of any 
projects that we were doing, without him I’m sure it would have taken much 
longer to complete the numerous projects that have been undertaken over the 
years.  I don’t know where he got his energy from, he must have been running on 
rocket fuel. 
 
His talks were always informative and entertaining, and was always ready to step 
in to the breach when we were short of a speaker. 
 
I will miss seeing his carton of skimmed milk in the Clubhouse kitchen, his light-
hearted teasing of little Rosie, his enthusiasm for all things astronomical, and the 
support he gave to the members of the Group as well as members of the public. 
 
The team hope you enjoy reading the tributes sent in by HAG members, and we 
are sure that we all have fond memories that will bring a smile to our face when 
we recall them. 
 
Graham was a driving force of the Group and will be sadly missed. 
 
Farewell Graham, I am sure you are up among the stars now. 

 

We’re always looking for articles to include in 

Hampshire Sky. 
 

Remember, it’s YOUR eZine! 
 

If you would like something included, send it to: 

gill.england@hantsastro.org.uk 
or pass it to one of the Hampshire Sky team. 

 
We would love you to send something to us to be included in your 
Newsletter.  

How to navigate 
around the eZine 
 
The best way to jump 
between pages is using 
the “Bookmarks” feature 
built into Adobe Reader. 
 
If you can’t see the 
bookmarks panel on the 
left of this page, you 
should be able to see 
some tabs at the very 
left of the screen. The 
one at the top will say 
“Bookmarks” - click it 
and you’ll see the list of 
bookmarked pages. 
 
We welcome all your 
comments about how 
you find the eZine. If 
there’s an aspect of the 
newsletter that you feel 
could be improved, or 
you have some ideas, 
pass your comments on 
to one of the team. 
 

eZine Team  
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Obituary:  
Graham G. Bryant FRAS  

President Hampshire Astronomical Group 
Clanfield Observatory 

1957 ~ 2022 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Graham Bryant Richard Judd 
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Graham, our most respected and dedicated President and 
a highly valued personal friend and confidant passed away 
on the 21st June this year after his long battle with cancer. 
Graham was diagnosed with the dreaded disease in 
October 2013.  The verdict was given to him in his test  
results from QA Hospital . He sent me an email with the 
short sentence “got the results Richard, tested positive for 
Cancer”.  Then, true to his insatiable optimism, said 
“fortunately, not too aggressive so I can afford to wait 
awhile before considering any treatment”.  He survived 9 
years in which time he suffered numerous invasive  
medical procedures coupled with the awful inconvenience 
that followed radical surgery and finally the desperate life  
sustaining chemotherapy in the final months and days. 
Throughout all this Graham never lost his limitless passion 
for astronomy and his enthusiasm for life and got on with 
his very active and hectic programme of pursuits too  
numerous at times to mention and  never a hint of his  
problems. Where he found his energy was a complete  
bewilderment to us all that knew him personally.   
 
His passing will be keenly felt here at the Hampshire  
Astronomical Group and , of course, at the Observatory 
where if he wasn’t engaged in astronomical activities,  

repairing, and maintaining equipment, building new domes, serving as an officer on the committee he 
could be seen mowing the grass which he said was his way of winding down from the ever-present 
stress and ultimate threat of his illness.  

 

Graham lived all his life in the Portsmouth area. He 
officially retired after working for 37 years in the 
NHS, where he attained the position of NHS  
regional manager in the Department of Psychiatric 
Nursing and Substance Abuse. Graham, who was 
previously a member of the Portsmouth  
Astronomical Society, joined the Hampshire  
Astronomical Group in January 1989 and was wel-
comed as a new member in the March newsletter,  
I was chairman at the time and the late Robin  
Gorman was our President.  
 

 

 

 
His qualities were swiftly recognised, and he was elected 
on to the committee at the September 1989 AGM just 9 
months after joining the Group. Then promoted as our new 
vice chairman at the 1990 AGM by which time he was  
already submitting articles to our newsletter the ‘Hampshire 
Observer’ many on his pet subject of ‘light pollution’ and he 
also reported on the Group’s activities in the ‘Around the 
Club’ articles.   
 

Serving as Vice Chairman for 13 years ‘till 2003 then as 
Chairman for 15 years from 2003 to 2018  
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Elected a ‘Life member’ in 2009 in recognition of his total 
commitment to the Group, his outstanding contribution to 
the running of the Group’s affairs, for his involvement in 
promoting Astronomy to the wider community, for his 
dedication  to the  ‘Commission  for Dark Skies’.   
Moreover for being a truly devoted  amateur Astronomer. 

 

Finally as our President for the  
remaining years to date. 

Graham leaves a legacy of commitment and dedication to 
the Hampshire Astronomical Group of the finest and  an 
exceedingly hard act to follow. He was an enthusiastic 
inspiration for all members when the Group took on the 
enormous commitment to build the new clubroom. His 

building skills came to the fore and he turned his hand not only to digging the foundations but also  
laying bricks and carpentry. Later, these same skills would result in the brilliant renovations of all the 
domes elevating them from their mundane rather bland appearance  to the posh wood grained cladded 
decked-out domes they are today.   

 
Graham's interest in astronomy has always widened participation in the  
subject and considerably broadened astronomical awareness. He was never 
happier than when he was giving inspirational lectures in schools, to young 
people and the general public, and many other astronomy societies where his 
reputation went before him. For many years Graham ran the adult education 
evening classes in astronomy held at the observatory until his illness made it 
difficult for him.  Furthermore, he was a trustee of the South Downs  
Planetarium and Science Centre in Chichester where he gave public talks.  
He gave one of the public lectures, organised by the university, at the  
Portsmouth City Museum in the “Exploring Space” series and has made  
Exhibition, plus many appearances in astronomical reports on both local and 
national TV and radio. 

 

He was the chairman of SAGAS the Southern area Group 
of Astronomical Societies for several years bringing a  
somewhat fragmented bunch of amateur societies together 
where ideas and cooperation’s were formed at their  
meetings in Chichester (although I’m not sure whether this 
was a good excuse for all the delegates to have a few jars 
in the pub after their meetings). Furthermore Graham had a 
full commitment to FAS the Federation of Astronomical 
Societies a national organisation bringing together most of 
the Astro groups throughout England, serving on their  
committee and helping to compile  many of their  
organisational policies and documents which our Group  
organisation still benefits from to this day.  
 
And, of course, Graham was a full member of the BAA 
where he held many administration posts over the years.  
 
Along with his lifelong friend Pete Sieden, he produced,  
edited, and printed the brilliant astronomical newsletter 
‘Nightlife’ a 4 monthly news ‘rag’ of topical astronomy views 
in and around the southern area. For just 40p it was a   
fantastic read.  
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As we all know Graham’s dedication to amateur  
astronomy and his wish for all people to be able to 
view the night sky has led him to be extensively  
involved with the International Commission for Dark 
skies (CfDs). Graham was the South of  
England representative, voicing the concerns of  
astronomers and astronomical organisations about 
light pollution to local, national, and international 
governments.  Several years ago, he was the UK’s 
representative at the CfDs International  
symposium, where he addressed delegates from 
across the globe.   

 

However, Graham’s greatest honour, and one he richly  
deserved, was the conferment in 2017 of an Honorary  
Fellowship of the University of Portsmouth. (The  
University awards honorary academic degrees to  
distinguished people in recognition of their contribution to a 
specific field or to society in general). Graham was  
recognised not only for his long involvement with the  
university’s undergraduates since 1994  but also for his  
wider contribution to amateur astronomy.   His connection 
with the University of Portsmouth began when even the  
Institute of Cosmology and Gravitation did not exist and   
only a small number of staff had expertise in astronomy and 
cosmology.  A new BSc Mathematics with Astronomy  
degree was being launched in the University’s School of 
Mathematical Studies and observatory experience for  
students was a requirement for the course validation.  The 
first student visits to the observatory were established in  
collaboration with Graham and have continued every year 
since then. Over the years students on maths, physics, geology, geography and even biology degrees 
have all visited the observatory. Graham has given countless, inspiring talks to students on the practical 
aspects of astronomy and has guided them through observing evenings over the ensuing years. He has 
also led a team of project mentors, who have closely supported final year students in carrying out their 
more advanced observational projects.    The partnership between the university and the Hampshire 
Astronomical Group has become ever stronger under  Graham’s leadership.  The introduction of a new 
BSc/MPhys degrees in Applied Physics and most recently BSc/MPhys Physics, Astronomy and  
Cosmology has meant that the link is as important as ever in giving the University’s  students the  
opportunity to use high quality telescopes.  
 
Not content with one fellowship to his name Graham is also a 
Fellow of the prestigious Royal Astronomical Society founded 
no less than by John Herschel and Charles Babbage in 1820: 
Incorporated by Royal Charter in 1831.   
As I have mentioned, Graham was a competent ‘speaker’ and 

researched his subject  
thoroughly thinking nothing 
of travelling the length and 
breadth of the country, journalistically, taking notes and photos to 
add a depth of interest to his subject.  Although he toured  
extensively giving talks to many  Astro groups and other institutions 
throughout the south of England,  he gave many memorable talks 
to HAG members too both at the Clubroom and of late over zoom. 
If you were fortunate enough, as I was, to catch his last one on the 
history of the 5-inch Dome ‘Sun Sea & Smoke’ you would have 
witnessed one of his finest.  
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I’m sure you will all agree Graham’s support and dedication not only to the Hampshire Astronomical 
Group, but also to amateur astronomy and his commitment to the education of a wider public in 
bringing an understanding and appreciation of the wonders of the night sky to others will be his legacy. 
 
Finally, I would like to re-post part of Graham’s very poignant article he penned in our Latest newsletter 
in his last Presidents report. Quote “As time passes, I guess we all begin to evaluate how we 
might have influenced others, whose candle did we light? What ripples did we make in our little 
corner of the universe ……. I do find myself spending time thinking about what I shall have left 
behind, how many candles did I light? “ Unquote. 

Graham! You lit more candles than you could ever have imagined 
old friend; many, many more !!!  
 
You will be missed beyond measure  - R.I.P  
 
Our sincere commiserations and heart felt thoughts and 
sympathy for Graham’s wife Terri and all his family and friends at 
this very sad time for them.  
 
 

Richard   
Richard Judd FRAS 
Former Chairman & President;  Hampshire Astronomical Group – Clanfield Observatory.    
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Steve Broadbent 

 

With his typical fervour, Graham led the refurbishment of the old 16” 
telescope housing in the summer of 2013. I offered to help out and 
we spent several days, with others, stripping down and building a 
new base for the existing dome. Graham, as always worked tirelessly 
and with typical skill and I learned a lot from helping, and 
occasionally hindering. 
 

Graham’s sense of humour and continual anecdotes made the work 
a pleasure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo : Steve Knight  

Much later, when I took over the “Astronomy for Beginners” course, he gave me his 
presentations which were almost completely unannotated and I realised the enormous depth 
of knowledge he had to be able to talk through all aspects of astronomy with virtually no 
supporting notes. 
 
I will always remember him with fondness, great respect and a smile. 

 
Steve Broadbent. 

Tea with Graham  
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I'm so sad to lose our Graham, we spoke quite a lot as both of us 

having cancer   we were supporting each other and it's so sad 
he's now gone especially when he did so much for the group plus 
planetarium. 
 
I remember cycling out with Terry and Graham a couple of times 
and we had plans to cycle more often until life took a turn for 
the worst, but during our cycles Graham was always giving me a 
history lesson on our travels about what we were seeing and what 
things used to be like and who stayed in this particular house we 
rode past.  It was always good fun. 
 
I remember Graham encouraging me to enter the Phil Russell 
award which I didn't think I was good enough for, it turned out 
that both Terri and I won together and had our photos in the 

calendar, so I thank Graham for that as he was so encouraging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We used to car share for dinner at the planetarium sometimes and have a laugh and a  
serious talk on route, he even got into crystals, I gave him an amethyst which he loved to 
play with in his pocket and when he lost it, I gave him another.  I remember our  
motorbike club (pre-covid) meeting at the same pub where Graham and his friends would 
be drinking on a Wednesday night, and after one of our planetarium meals one 
Wednesday evening, he asked me to drop him off at the pub where he would slip his arm 
through mine and tell me I was his bit of stuff and that Terri knew about it and 
encouraged it... the guys just jaw dropped thinking he was serious at first.  After 
amusing his friends I would nip round the other side to the motorbike group after but we 
did have a few laughs.  
 
From David’s point of view, he remembers meeting Graham back in the 90's and he was 
very impressed with all the work Graham had put into the club house and all the running 
of the club itself.  He was always keen to help people and teach others about his  
photography in the night sky as well as laser pointing and encouraging others to get  
involved.  Melanie and I plus others from the club went and helped out with various  
outreach telescope events, in the Docklands, Selbourne twice.    

 
Melanie 

Graham  Melanie Thorne 
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Graeme King Tribute to Graham 
 
Graham was an inspiration for me to get back to looking at the sky.  Always a 
gentleman and always a smile.  Stood up for what was right and would always 
find a way to help when others walked away.  Helped you better your images 
and always found a positive in them even when they were not so good.   I will 
miss him deeply.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo Credit: Graeme King 

 
Pat Humby Tribute to Graham 
 
On September 11th. 1993 just after retirement from teaching, I made my first visit 
to an observatory Open Evening with my husband, Gordon. 
It was a beautiful, clear, cold night with brilliant stars and I thoroughly enjoyed  
dashing from one queue to another looking though all the telescopes. 
 
I had taken up my own little telescope (given to me as a retirement present by 

my family), and I lost a Star Diagonal lens from it on the site.  I spoke to a Mr Robin Gorman, 
who was showing us the planet Saturn through the 5” telescope, and he contacted Graham 
Bryant - who very kindly found a replacement lens to fit and gave it to me - free, for which I 
was very grateful. 
 
I had joined the Group immediately after this episode and in July 1994 spent three evenings 
with other members (16th - 18th) watching fragments of Comet Shoemaker - Levy 9 crash into 
Jupiter! Graham was there with his CCD camera attached to the 5” telescope and asked if  
anyone had a clean handkerchief - I happened to have a newly laundered one in my pocket, 
so he used it to clean his camera lens! 
He managed not only to capture the whole sequence, but to store and enhance the images.  
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Sarah O’Brien-Twohig Tribute to Graham 
 
Graham Bryant: memories of a wonderful HAG friend 
 

‘What ripples did we make in our little corner of the universe?  Whose candles 
did we light?’ reflected Graham in his last article to HAG members.  The answer 
is simple: Graham lit so many candles, reflected in so many ripples, that the 
spark of his unique contribution to so many people’s lives will continue extending 

ever further out. 
 
Graham was truly one of the kindest, most generous, most authentic, and most knowledgeable 
people I have had the privilege to know.  Together with his natural enthusiasm and enviable 
memory, he knew instinctively how to stimulate people’s curiosity to know and understand 
more about astronomy and the cosmos.  And I am sure I speak for many in recalling how 
warmly he made new members feel welcomed and included in the Group. 
 
Right up to his final, unforgettable Zoom talk to members, Graham had that rare quality of 
always being able to see the ‘bigger picture’ at the same time as focusing tirelessly on the 
many individual tasks needed to make it a reality.  Nothing was ever too much for Graham and 
he poured his boundless energy into each and every one of his endless activities.  To name 
just a few: his brilliant public talks and HAG astronomy course lectures, tirelessly mowing the 
grass at the Observatory, wisely steering the Group for many years as Chair and President, 
and generously fostering numerous outreach links with other organizations from Portsmouth 
University to local primary schools and young carers. 
 
But for all the cosmic ties and snazzy waistcoats, my abiding image is of Graham’s grinning 
face suddenly popping out of the metre deep hole he was hacking out of the chalk to 
accommodate the concrete support for the new 24” telescope mount.  His loving energy is 
literally imprinted on every aspect of the Observatory and HAG activities, encouraging us to do 
likewise.  We will miss him hugely, but Graham will always be with us. 
 
Sarah O’Brien-Twohig – 26 July 2022 
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Dear Prof. Galbraith, 
 
We would like to propose Mr Graham Bryant for an honorary degree at Graduation 
2016.  Graham is the Chairman and leading light of the Hampshire Astronomical Group 
(Clanfield Observatory), a position he has held for over thirteen years.   
 
The Hampshire Astronomical Group runs one of the best equipped amateur observatories in 
the country and currently has 180 members.  It was originally formed at Portsmouth in 1960. 
Indeed the Observatory had the pleasure of welcoming you, as  Vice-Chancellor of the 
University of Portsmouth, to officially dedicate the brand new 612 mm telescope in October 
2014.  Graham was the driving force behind that achievement, through writing a detailed 
report which made the case for its construction and then spearheading the efforts to raise the 
necessary public and private funding. 
 

Graham's connection with the University of Portsmouth began in 1994, when the Institute of 
Cosmology and Gravitation did not exist and only a small number of staff had expertise in 
astronomy and cosmology.  A new BSc Mathematics with Astronomy degree was being 
launched in the School of Mathematical Studies, under Prof David Matravers, now ICG 
emeritus professor, and observatory experience for students was a requirement for the course 
validation.  The first student visits to the observatory were established in collaboration with 
Graham and have continued every year since then. Over the years students on maths, 
physics, geology, geography and even biology degrees have all visited the observatory.  
Graham has given countless, inspiring talks to students on the practical aspects of astronomy 
and has guided them through observing evenings over the past 21 years.  He has also led a 
team of project mentors, who have closely supported final year students in carrying out their 
more advanced observational projects.  The partnership between the university and the 
Hampshire Astronomical Group has become ever stronger under his leadership.  The 
introduction of a new BSc/MPhys degrees in Applied Physics and most recently BSc/MPhys 
Physics, Astronomy and Cosmology has meant that the link is as important as ever in giving 
our students the opportunity to use high quality telescopes. 
 
In 2013 Graham, as a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society (RAS), co-presented “The 
University of Portsmouth and the Hampshire Astronomical Group - 20 Years of Astronomical 
Partnership” at a national RAS meeting in London on Teaching, Learning and Outreach in 
Astronomy.  All of Graham's work on behalf of the university has been entirely voluntary and 
unpaid.   

Honorary Degree Proposal for Mr Graham Bryant F.R.A.S. Michael McCabe 
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Graham's interest in astronomy has always widened participation in the subject and 
considerably broadened astronomical awareness.  He has given many inspirational lectures in 
schools, to young people and the general public, including organizations around the south of 
England such as U3A, Probus, W.I. and other astronomy societies.  Graham has also run the 
adult education evening classes in astronomy held at the observatory over many years.  
Graham also gives some of the public talks at South Downs Planetarium and Science Centre 
in Chichester, which students have visited regularly since it first opened in 2002.  He gave one 
of the public lectures, organised by the university, at the Portsmouth City Museum in the 
“Exploring Space” series and has made Exhibition, plus many appearances in astronomical 
reports on both local and national TV and radio. 
 

Since 1989 his dedication to astronomy and his wish for all people to be able to view the night 
sky has led him to be extensively involved with the International Campaign for Dark skies 
(CfDs).  Graham is the South of England representative, voicing the concerns of astronomers 
and astronomical organisations about light pollution to local, national and international 
governments.  Graham was recently the UK representative at the CfDs International 
symposium, where he addressed to the delegates from across the globe.  

 

Graham was born and has lived all his life in the Portsmouth area.  He officially retired 3 years 
ago after working for 30 years in the NHS, where he attained the position of NHS regional 
manager in the Department of Psychiatric Nursing and Substance Abuse. 

  
Graham's many achievements and support for the University of Portsmouth students richly 
deserve recognition. We therefore recommend him for an appropriate honorary award at 
Graduation 2016. 

 
Yours sincerely  

 

Dr Michael McCabe 
Dr John Mason 
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When I joined the Group in 2003, Graham was one of the first to 

welcome me to the Group and made me feel very welcome. He had 

a certain way that would make you feel and know that he was always 

pleased to see you and I think many members must have felt the 

same way. 

His sense of humour was great fun and many times he said things 

that made me laugh or there were times he got me into helping him 

pull a few pranks on members from time to time. 

The way Graham presented his PowerPoint talks were absolutely 

brilliant and the subjects that his talks covered were fascinating and 

well researched. I am sure it was Graham that persuaded me to do 

my first talk to the group. Although I was slightly nervous in giving a 

talk, I definitely got a real buzz from it. Again Graham’s kindness in encouragement helped me 

for sure. 

As my membership years continued I notice that Graham had so much passion for the Group 

and for its members. His kindness and help got me through the times my health was not at its 

best and also through the good times with encouragement in helping me, and the times I 

helped Graham whenever he asked for it. 

We sent many regular WhatsApp messages to each other and I will miss that. Sometimes to 

share a joke or share images we had taken. 

If ever you needed a word document you were struggling checked over with the wording, 

Graham would always help with correcting and changing some of the wording to make the 

document spot on. 

Over the last 10 years Graham and I both got into time lapse imaging. With me having the 

software to make the time lapse films and the film editing software, we often edited the time 

lapse films together.  

Graham was up for any video’s we made. Doing the voice over 

for a film we made written by Pat Humby called “Our Moon.” The 

latest being the comedy video Geoff Burt and I put together. 

When we let Graham know what we were doing he was up for it 

to be in the movie and met us at the observatory to record his 

voice track. Graham was great fun. 

I will, we all will, miss seeing him at the observatory. 

RIP Graham  

 

Graham  Steve Knight 
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Graham trying out the International Space Station in Virtual Reality 
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As I sit here writing this tribute to Graham Bryant, my peer and friend, 
his passing sits heavily upon my shoulders but the sadness is relieved 
when I recall all the good times we had at the observatory. 
 
In 1986 I made my very first visit to the Hampshire Astronomical 
Group.  I was there on an open evening to observe Halley’s Comet.  I 
remember the bitter cold like it was yesterday, hundreds of people 
lined up outside the domes and down the road all waiting for a 
glimpse of this cosmic visitor.  It was so cold in fact that sometime 
later we found out that some members of the public had reported 
frostbitten toes and fingers.  Soon after that first visit my father, 
Dennis Scanlan, took out a membership to the HAG so I could go 
along with him to the club nights and the group hasn’t been able to 
get rid of me since. 

 
A couple of years went by when this young faced, clean shaven gentlemen became a member, 
Graham.  I say young faced because he was only 20 years my senior whereas everyone else 
was 30+ years my senior so I instantly made a bee line for him.  I’ll never forget his openness in 
meeting me, warm, approachable, friendly and always ready to sit down and have a chat about 
all things astronomical. 

 
Graham quickly entrenched himself 
into the workings of the HAG and 
became deeply involved.  As you will 
know he would eventually sit on 
committee and held the roles of vice 
chair, chair and eventually the 
esteemed position of President.  He 
was a frequent contributor to The 
Hampshire Observer (a former name 
of what is now Hampshire Sky) and 
regularly wrote pieces about 
upcoming meteor showers, a 
particular passion of his. 
 
I have many good memories of 
Graham, some being at the business 
end of the telescope conducting a 
Messier Marathon then seeing him 
precariously balanced across two 
chairs wrapped up in sleeping bags 
trying to get a couple of hours sleep 
before the next Messier object rose 
through to our old style meteor 
watches when we would gather a 
group of like-minded members, who 
would each bring a sun lounger and 
sleeping bag, and would sit under the 
starry canopy recording with diligence 
as meteors whizzed overhead.   

Tribute to Graham David Scalan 

Graham Bryant with HAG members consulting star 
charts. Hampshire Observer, June 1990. 
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Days out are also fondly remembered from visiting the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, the 
Mullard Radio Observatory in Cambridge and the London Astrofest. 

Even in the closing few months of Graham’s life he was always ready to help and the last time 
we met, doing 12” training, we spent a 
good couple of hours just chatting 
about life, the history of our friendship 
and the future.  In the May 2022 edition 
of Hampshire Sky Graham reflected on 
his life and posed the question “how 
many candles did I light, what ripples 
did I make?”  

Well Graham, your impact will never be 
forgotten.  You have inspired, 
enthralled, educated and entertained 
countless people. From your public 
talks, clubroom lectures, astronomy 
courses, planetarium presentations 
through to the hands on approach at 
the telescopes and even the grounds 
maintenance at the observatory. 

I for one will always remember you with great admiration and extreme fondness.  Rest well my 
friend. 
 
By David Scanlan 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Graham lining up the 5” on Saturn,  
Hampshire Observer, September 1992 

Photo of Graham, hard at work during a solar open day. (7th July 2013)  
Picture Credit: Steve Broadbent 
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Just what exactly is a left handed furgle sprocket ? 
 
The number of times Graham talked of these must-have accessories 
during HAG Committee meetings you would have thought he had 
cornered the market for them but, to the best of my knowledge, they 
only ever existed in Graham’s head! 
 
Graham was a master of running those meetings efficiently, but 
whenever something got a bit too complicated or he wanted to 
describe something in detail without using the detail, out they would 
come, leaving everyone totally convinced in their confusion, but 
happy to move on. 
 
He was extremely driven to get things done and always led by 
example, never getting cross when the rest of us were some way 

behind, in his wake. Probably his greatest strength was that he always had time for people -
and he put this to great effect time and again, resolving issues, encouraging others to get 
involved, and offering solace in difficult times. 
 
At the same time, if he could catch you off guard by saying something wickedly funny, you 
could lay money on him doing so. 
 
I so appreciated the confidence he had in both Peta and I, supporting our involvement in 
things astronomical at local and national levels. Most of all I couldn’t believe how kind he was 
to me personally when I lost Peta. In spite of his own failing health, he was there for me 
immediately with kind words, a sympathetic ear … and cake. 
 
Graham was an inspiration and lesson to us all and, as many others have already 
commented, he will be a hard act to follow. 
 
Steve Bosley  

Graham Bryant Steve Bosley 

Graham during a visit to the Clanfield Observatory 
by BBC South Today. Here he is explaining to  
presenter Sally Taylor how to use her own  
telescope ! He just loved to promote Astronomy in 
general and HAG in particular.  

Graham was never happier than when he was building 
something - in this instance a replacement dome for the 
new 16 inch telescope which sadly he never saw  
delivered.  
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Graham and Terri relaxing in Clanfield Memorial Hall 
after one of the HAG Monthly Lectures  

Graham with one of the specimens during a 
behind the scenes private visit to the Natural 
History Museum in London (with myself, Peta, 
and Meryl Goulbourne and hosted by Dr  
Ashley King who had spoken to us a few 
months earlier). 

Graham in his official capacity 
as a council member of the 
Federation of Astronomical 
Societies attending their 
online conference over Zoom.  

Pictures Credit: 
Steve Bosley 
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Graham has had a long association with the University of Portsmouth, 
and the first links between University of Portsmouth (UoP) and 
Hampshire Astronomical Group (HAG) were established in 1993. 
This relationship developed over the years to include regular visits by 
UoP students to the Clanfield Observatory, and in 2009 HAG 
members started mentoring UoP students in their Final Year 
Astronomy Projects.  To date HAG have mentored 64 Final Year 
Students, and Graham was actively involved in a diverse range of 
projects including Epsilon Aurigae, RR Lyrae Variable Stars, 
Supernovae, Eclipsing Binary Stars, and Transiting Exoplanets.  A 
few of Graham’s students at their Graduation Celebrations are shown 
below: 

 
A number of HAG members have mentored the projects.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Graham Bryant and University of Portsmouth  Steve Futcher 

Kelly Jenkin B.Sc., 1st Class (Hons)  

Mathematics Epsilon Aurigae – 2009/10 

Sarah Rea, Supernovae - 2014/15 
Edward Dermody-Lawrence, Exoplanets - 2014/15 
Lucy Newnham, RR Lyrae Variable Stars - 2014/15 

Graham chairs a "working" meeting of HAG mentors 

following the 2014/15 Graduation Ceremony 
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In 2017 Graham was awarded an 
Honorary Fellowship of the University of 
Portsmouth in recognition of his 
exceptional support and this was 
reported in detail in the September 2017 
Issue of Hampshire Sky. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Early in July, Professor Daniel Thomas, Head of School of Mathematics & Physics, announced 
that he had instated a new prize, the Graham Bryant Prize for the Best Observatory Project, “in 
honour of Graham Bryant, former Chairman and President of the Hampshire Astronomical 
Group and holder of an honorary degree from the University of Portsmouth. Graham very sadly 
passed away on the 21st of June. Graham was involved with setting up the observatory and 
University links in the 1990s and has inspired many generations of students with his passion 
and enthusiasm.” 

The prize this year has been awarded to Jack Lloyd-Walters, M.Sc., 1st Class (Hons) for his 
dissertation titled "Determining the Parameters of Exoplanetary Candidates from Transit 
Timing Variations”.  

 

Vice Chancellor Professor Graham Galbraith & 

Chancellor Sandi Toksvig with Graham 

Jack Lloyd-Walters, M.Sc., 1st Class (Hons), 
Transit Timing Variations – 2021/22. 

 
Steve Futcher, Jack’s HAG mentor was  

invited to present the prize. 
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